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The Freud family arriving in London in 1938

He died next year in September 23, 1939
THE ROOTS OF ANNA FREUD’S HAMPSTEAD CHILD THERAPY COURSE AND CLINIC

- Its multiple roots:
  - The Edith Jackson Nursery in Vienna
  - Reasons for the Freud’s family emigration to London
  - The Hampstead War Nurseries
  - The work with the concentration camp children
  - The role of the Kleinian controversy*
  - The Kris Memorandum*
  - The players in creating The Hampstead Therapy Course and Clinic

* Most of the relevant information for these sections were taken literally from Elisabeth Young-Bruehl’s Biography of Anna Freud (p.274 and 331 to 334); Dyer, Raymond, HER FATHER’S DAUGHTER: The Work of Anna Freud, (1983) Jason Aronson, New York, London and Anna Freud 1895-1982: Bulletin of The Hampstead Clinic, Vol. 6, Part 1, 1983
Hansi Kennedy in later years. Worked with Miss Freud from 1940 to 1993
Dr. Willie Hoffer
(^A3)
Dorothy Burlingham (1891-1979) (^4)
Alice Goldberger:

Born in 1897, died at 89 on 2/22/1986
Alice Goldberger History and Roles

- Who was she?
- How she got to England
- Promise to brother
- Enemy alien...failed promise
- Anna Freud got her out of the Concentration camp for Enemy Aliens to work for the Hampstead War Nurseries
- Move to jewish orphans, how did it happened?
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300 Homeless Orphans
are due to arrive in this country to-day from the horror camps in Germany. Money is urgently needed for their support.

Will you assist us in this tremendous task by a generous contribution to our Appeal or your promise of a weekly payment towards the maintenance of a child?

Jewry has an obligation to provide for these children orphaned by Nazi brutality.

Send your donations at once to either
MESSRS. N. M. ROTHSCILD & SONS
New Court, St. Swithin's Lane, E.C.4
or to the
CENTRAL BRITISH FUND,
Woburn House, Upper Woburn Place, W.C.1


Lingfield State (Surrey) donated by Sir Benjamin Drage
Sofie Dann and her sister worked at Lingfield. Sofie later became the Librarian at The Hampstead Clinic (Anna Freud’s Program)
Manna Friedman (on left) taught Israeli dancing at Lingfield were she was employed in 1946. Later became the Director of the Hampstead Clinic Nursery School. She was born in Cologne in 1915. Lost nearly all her family in concentration camps. Died at 98 years on 11/16/2013 of heart failure and pneumonia.
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Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Their Adult Lives
SARAH MOSKOVITZ
THIS IS YOUR LIFE
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If you want to see this incredible moving program of the BBC about the above, broadcasted in October 25, 1978, when you get to the last slide of this lecture, click on the line below, that will be in blue:

THIS IS YOUR LIFE: ALICE GOLBERGER
Alice Goldberger receiving the book of This Is Your Life at the BBC Program
Gertrude Dann at the “This Is Your Life” BBC program for Alice Goldberger
Dr Kate Friedlander

- Born in 1902. Died in February 1949 at age 47 of lung cancer with metastasis to the brain
- Had emigrated to England in 1933 with Ernest Jones’s help
- Had a brief refresher analysis with Miss Freud in 1938
- Had the original idea for the Hampstead Training Course and Clinic
- Ran child guidance clinics in Sussex (used to train people)
The first class of six child therapists at the Hampstead Course had all worked at the Hampstead War Nurseries. They were:

1- Joanna Kohler, later Joanna Benkendorf of Cleveland, Ohio.
2- Alice Wallentin, later Alice Rolnick of Cleveland, Ohio.
3- Sara Kut, later Sara Rosenfeld of London.
4- Hanna Engl, later Hansi Kennedy of London.
5- Alice Goldberger (training analyst was Anna Freud)
6- Anneliese Schnurmann (training analyst was Dr. Kate Friedlander)
7- Joined by Lily Neurath (training analyst was Willie Hoffer)
8- Joined later by Ivy Bennet (Australian psychologist), later Ivy Gwynne-Thomas of Kansas City, Missouri. She had worked with concentration camps children in Surrey. She trained in adult analysis at the London Institute as well. (Lantos was her training analyst)

Other training analysts included Hedwig Hoffer, Barbara Lantos and Mrs Burlingham
Various

- Barbara Lantos was an Hungarian born analyst
- Ilse Hellman was trained at the Univ of Vienna as a psychologist by Charlotte Buhler, like L Frankl. Went to volunteer for a day, when Hampstead War Nursery staff was sick with flu. Miss Freud observed her for a time while she was playing in the floor with the children and then offered her the job of superintendent for 5 Netherhall Gdns that was about to open.
- Erikson was analyzed by Anna Freud (there were no training analysis at that time)


- BBC Documentary, “This is Your Life: Alice Goldberger”.
- Bennet., Ivy, 2007, Unpublished manuscript in response to Dr. Nagera’s questions regarding the roots of The Hampstead Child Therapy Course and Clinic.
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